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BASIC DESCRIPTION 
The OWS Club (Klub daljinskog plivanja) Primorje, member of the Sports Association Primorje '08, 
although founded a little more than 5 years ago and therefore being the youngest competitive 
club in the OWS Federation for long distance swimming, is with its membership the most 
numerous club for the OWS in Croatia, as well as the club that organizes most races in Croatia for 
the OWS (altogether there are 15 races, other clubs organize max.2 races, while other races are 
organized by associations without swimmers, but which are thematically linked to only one race). 
The races organized by OWS Club Primorje  are swum in the sea of the PG County (Kostrena, 
Rijeka, Jadranovo, Crikvenica, Novi, Vrbnik-Novi…), as well as in the swimming pool Kantrida 
(Kantrida League, National competition  5.000 m…).  Most of these races are swum for the Cro-
Cup, i.e. National Championship 
OWSC Primorje was the 2nd in Croatia, with the title of absolute female winner on 16K and 
absolute male winner on 5k.  
Since 2013 the club has been organizing, together with the Rijeka Sport Association and the 
Tourist Board of the City of Rijeka, the swimming event „LEN European Aquatics Day – Homo si 
plivat! (Let’s swim everybody!“), as the main event for the European celebration of water sports in 
Croatia. This project was recognized by LEN and with the support of the City of Rijeka and the 
Rijeka Sport Association, the city will be organizing   from Sept 9-11 2016 the LEN European 
Master Open Water Swimming Championship, expecting more than 500 swimmers. This Master 
Championship is held every 2 years: for the 2016, London was chosen for pool swimming, synchro 
and diving, while Rijeka for OW swimming and water polo. 

 At the LEN Congress held 8.-11 Oct,2015 in Vienna, where details about the organizing of the 
above mentioned European championship were agreed, the idea came along about organizing 
another possible European LEN Cup, which would be held together with the European Aquatics 
Day event on June 26, 2016. At the same time, the National Championship for the 5K would be 
held within the same event. Also, the already existing Pool OWS program by OWS Club Primorje 
was presented together with the unique handicap system scoring, which triggered Mr. Prayer’s 
interest in organizing the project “Rijeka-Opatija-Kvarner European Aquatics Region”.  

Mr. Prayer(Fina OWSTC Honorary Secretary) is trying to promote the European swimming 
destinations and, being extremely interested in the above mentioned project, he suggested that 
the OWS club Primorje, in accordance and the support of the local community, be the organizer of 
the FINA Grand Prix Cup on 28 August 2016, which FINA would exempt from the fee of 5000USD. 
The suggestion by Primorje that the latter 25K race be swum along the coast from the Kantrida 
Swimming Pools to Lovran and back, was accepted (in Europe there are only two such Grand Prix 
competitions: Ohrid Lake and Capri-Napoli). 

It seems obvious that the above mentioned events require substantial financial investments, i.e. 
that if regarded individually they present only expenses (cost estimates in attachment); however, 
seeing the latter as a marketing activity of the project “Rijeka-Opatija-Kvarner European Aquatics 
Region”, it is clear that such investments are insignificant in respect with the possibilities that this 
project may open, which we believe are: 

1. Rijeka, i.e the Kvarner region, is an area to which 80 million inhabitants gravitate (if we consider 
the 500km car distance like Slovenia, Northern Italy, Austria, Bavaria, Hungary). OWS is a sport 
activity with the biggest growth of athletes and recreational individuals. For example, only in 
Hungary, the first Saturday in July, 10.000 people swim across the Balaton Lake. In this land 
with no sea, swimming is the national sport. In Canada, Argentina… OWS is one of the most 
popular sports.  
The races according to the FINA rules can be swum between 16 and 31°C, which means that in 
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Croatia competitions can be organized from April until November, while recreational ones, 
which allow neoprene swimsuits, can be organized during the rest of the year, as it is usually 
done in the northern European countries such as the Netherlands, or in Canada, Australia, 
South Africa and New Zealand.  For all of that an extremely important factor is the marketing 
approach which should emphasize the advantages and the unique features of our region.  

2. Speaking of advantages, besides the central geographical position, the mild climate and the 
Adriatic Sea, we also have the infrastructure of the top tourist destination, which especially 
before and after the high season enables the acceptance of a bigger number of visitors – 
recreational swimmers and top athletes, offering at the same time, other sport facilities like the 
Kantrida swimming Pools, recognized by many national teams, such as the USA national swim 
team.  

3. In order to increase the popularity and the mass affiliation of the OWS athletes in Europe, FINA 
is thinking of organizing from the year 2017 OWS Grand Prix Cup races in some major European 
destinations like London , Barcelona… Their plan is to include Dubrovnik in these top targets, 
which we would anticipate if accepting the organization with the next 2016 and concluding the 
contract for the following 4 years to our advantage. As an example of the possible sport-
touristic event for September of the next year, it is being agreed to include as the 12th race of 
the series “Prison Island Escape”, which would be swum from the island of Goli to the island of 
Rab (6.5K) These races are included in the series of races held all around the world: the most 
famous ones being the Escape from Alcatraz(USA),Escape from Robben Island(S.Africa, Nelson 
Mandela), Chateau d’If (Count Monte Cristo)…  

4. With the operationalization of the project, that is, when we manage to make this region 
attractive for the OWS swimmers and recreational athletes before and after high season, we 
are planning to include Fuzine, Lokve, Bajer Lake…  

5. The mentioned European LEN and World FINA Cup events open the possibility for us to obtain 
the organization of the overall LEN European Master Aquatics Championship, i.e. of the overall 
European master championship in water sports in 2020, which would be in synergy with the 
project for Rijeka as the European Capital of Culture.  

It is evident that this is about the real strategic project „Rijeka-Opatija-Kvarner European Aquatics 
Region“, which will be enabled by the aquatics sport events in 2016. The LEN OWS Cup, FINA OWS 
World Grand Prix Cup and LEN Master OWS & WP European Championships, as well as the LEN 
Junior European Diving and LEN Junior Synchronized Swimming Championships, together with the 
„Goli - Rab“ from the series „Prison Island Escape“ present an initiation which would also enable 
Rijeka to host the overall LEN European Master Aquatics Championship in 2020, involving 
thousands of athletes in a fortnight period. At the same time, the 2020 LEN European Master 
Aquatics Championship can significantly contribute, with this sport component, to help Rijeka 
obtain the prestigious title of “the European Capital of Culture”. 

This undoubtedly shows that the project „Rijeka-Opatija-Kvarner European Aquatics Region“ goes 
far beyond its solely sports component, i.e. the organization in which only the OWS club Primorje 
and the Sport Association Primorje ’08 are involved. Therefore it is expected, as well as being  a 
“condition sine qua non” , that besides the City of Rijeka and the Rijeka Sport Association, the 
bearers of the LEN Master OWS and WaterPolo European Championship be also the Kvarner 
Tourist Board, which have already shown its interest for the whole project, as well as the Rijeka 
and OpatijaTourist Boards, The Municipality of Lovran and the one of Lopar, the City of Rijeka, the 
City of Opatija, … and with time also municipalities, tourist boards and sport associations, which 
will be definitely included in the project in the near future.  
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